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in which 6, a, and a0 obviously are determinable numerical quantities for given values of wt T, and TV Hence,
log p' - ~ - I log T = Iogp0f - —, — b log To = a constant.
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From this equation a table may be constructed giving the relation between pf and T7, and also, since e is known through a wide range of temperatures, between p and T. The value of wf, or grams of water per gram of dry air, is giving for any temperature by the equation
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Hail (Freezing} Stage. — Further lowering of the pressure beyond that at which the temperature reaches 0° C. causes, so long as there is any liquid water present, both freezing and evaporation. The latent heat of fusion keeps the temperature constant, while the increase of volume under the reduced pressure increases the vapor capacity and thus leads to evaporation.
To each gram of dry air let there be w, w', and w" grams, respectively, of water in all forms, vapor, and ice. Then, as there is no change of temperature through this stage,
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in which F is the latent heat of fusion, and T0 the absolute temperature at 0° C. The negative sign is used because the heat of fusion is added, or becomes sensitive with freezing; that is, with decrease of pressure and increase of volume.
Assuming the process adiabatic, dividing by T, as before, and integrating, the above equation reduces to
Let the subscript o indicate the condition when the temperature reaches 0° C. with no ice, and subscript 1 the condition when all the water is just frozen. As the temperature is constant, e will be the same

